Halkomelem shows considerable diversity in the formal expression of morphological categories, as is frequently the case in Salishan languages. In addition to suffixation and a limited amount of prefixation, one finds reduplication, infixation and stem mutation. The latter three constructions are examined here with the intent of raising questions regarding their status in linguistic theory. It will be shown that they share properties which set them apart from simple segmental morphology such as prefixation or suffixation. Not only are they dependent on the phonological form of the stem (e.g., reduplication copies the stem), but all three represent formal modifications of an internal stem in Halkomelem, to the exclusion of any prefixes except reduplicative material.

The term "nonsegmental morphology" will be used here to denote any morphological construction in which a constituent morpheme is not represented by a sequence of adjacent phonological segments. Reduplication is nonsegmental, as the reduplicative element has no underlying phonological representation independent of the stem which it reflects, although at the point in the derivation after the stem is reduplicated, the construction will meet the criteria for segmental morphology (providing the reduplicative form is not infixed). For example, one reduplicative pattern discussed below is an allomorph of the Halkomelem imperfective, consisting of a copy of the first stem consonant and vowel (with stem vowel reduction).

1a. lilm sing 1b. lilm̓̓ sing (Imn.)
2a. l̓óm̓̓at look at it 2b. l̓óm̓̓at̓ looking at it

It is not simply that Halkomelem has an imperfective prefix with allomorphs including [li-] and [l̓ó-]; rather, the reduplicative element constitutes a copy of part of the stem, so it seems inappropriate to think of the morpheme as having a phonological shape until the stem undergoes a copying rule.

Infixation is nonsegmental in that the infixed element may interrupt a monomorphemic stem, so that while the infix consists of a sequence of adjacent phonological segments, the stem does not. One allomorph of the
Halkomelem plural is the infix [-i-], which interrupts roots in the following examples:

3a. pus cat 3b. pûlas cats
4a. tôcəl arrive 4b. tôlcəl they arrive

The position of the infix is based on the phonological shape of the root, appearing after the first consonant and vowel in these examples, so the morpheme [pus] is interrupted by the infix in [pûlas].

Stem mutation is nonsegmental in that a morphological category is signalled by change in the phonological string of the stem rather than by phonological segments independent of the stem. Two Halkomelem imperfective patterns involving stem mutation are illustrated in the following examples:

5a. pqʷat break it (substance) 5b. paqʷt breaking it
6a. ċekʷxt fry it 6b. ċekʷxt frying it

The former example shows resyllabification (coincidentally mimicking metathesis) and the latter shows an alternation between a lax (shwa) and a tense vowel.

In addition to considering nonsegmental morphological constructions themselves, we should look at the relationship between such constructions. Halkomelem shows non-segmental morphology in at least the following categories:

i. imperfective—denoting an ongoing action or process, or one customary in the past;
ii. plural—expressing marked plurality, either many participants or an act carried out repeatedly;
iii. diminutive—denoting smallness, endearment or depreciation;
iv. resultative—denoting a resultant state (and usually signalled doubly by nonsegmental morphology and a stative [s-] prefix).

Because of certain limitations in the data, the syntagmatic relationships between these categories will receive rather brief treatment here, but a second point, the allomorphic relationships between formal constructions, will be explored in somewhat more depth. A variety of formal devices may be used in expressing each of the four categories above, depending on such factors as the phonological shape of the stem, the presence of other morphological categories and, apparently, lexical government.

A question arises as to whether or not various distinct formal constructions expressing apparently the same
morphological category constitute allomorphs of one morpheme. Generally, in inflectional morphology complementary forms with the same function and meaning are considered to be allomorphs of one morpheme, as in the case of the English plural forms boxes, oxen and teeth. In derivational morphology, we may be willing to live with a variety of distinct morphemes with similar (or at least overlapping) functions and meanings, as in the following nominalizations where the suffixes ion and ing are grammatically equivalent yet probably considered to be morphemically distinct (cf., Aronoff, 1976).

\[ \text{the extermination of ants} \]
\[ \text{the shooting of hunters} \]

Aronoff (1976) restricts allomorphy to elements which are phonologically related, as in the case of the nominal suffixes ation, ation, ution and ion, where allomorphy rules (resembling phonological rules, but morphologically triggered and restricted to specific morphemes) alter a basic Action form. However, he excludes inflectional morphology from his primarily English-based study and apparently he does not find analogous problems, where allomorphs share no phonological resemblance, in derivational morphology.

I will assume below that the four Halkomelem categories in question are to be treated more like the English plural—that formal diversity represents allomorphy, although I am by no means convinced all four categories are inflectional (assuming that there is a distinction to be made between derivation and inflection). Because of its high frequency, it seems plausible to consider the Halkomelem imperfective an inflectional category. The resultative, while fairly frequent, shows a characteristic of derivational morphology, namely, resultative forms are distributionally distinct from their nonresultative counterparts. Stems which may co-occur with the highly productive transitive suffix [-t] seem to occur freely in the resultative construction instead, but the two constructions do not co-occur (although resultative stems take the causative [-stox] suffix).

7a. yâk'at break it (transitive)
7b. syâ'ok' broken (resultative)
7c. syâ'ok'stòx' have broken it (causative-resultative)

The plural and diminutive fall somewhere in between the
other two categories in that there are no clearcut reasons for considering them to be either inflectional or derivational (beyond, perhaps, a metalinguistic assumption that categories of their semantic domains should be considered inflectional if they are productive).

1. Imperfectives. The Halkomelem imperfective may be signalled by CV-reduplication, resyllabification, stress shift, or vowel tensing (not all of these being mutually exclusive). 3

8a. ʔaq'⁸ fly 30. ʔaʔək'⁸ flying
9a. ʔoʔət⁸ saw it 9b. ʔəʔət⁸ sawing it
10a. ʔək'θəm⁸ carve 10b. ʔəʔək'θəm⁸ carving⁴
11a. paq'at break it 11b. paq'at breaking it
12a. ḥək'θət fry it 12b. ḥək'θət frying it
13a. ḥəʔəq'əm smoke 13b. ḥəʔəq'əm smoking

The formal expression of the imperfective is predictable, based on the shape of the stem. Stems of the shape CV, CVC or CCVX reduplicate, while those of the form CV or CVCX do not (the former undergoing resyllabification and the latter showing a tense vowel in the imperfective).

It seems interesting that the allomorphs of the imperfective should be phonologically predictable, particularly since the formal devices expressing this category look like the products of phonological operations. This raises the question of where in the derivation of a word reduplication and other non-segmental morphological processes take place. It is clear from the Halkomelem data that the phonological shape of a derived stem, not an underlying root shape, is relevant in determining the appropriate imperfective allomorph. Stems of the shape CCV in combination with the transitive suffix [-t] occur as independent roots in the form CoC, with a medial shwa vowel and loss of the final vowel. While the transitive stem undergoes resyllabification (as do other CCVX stems), the root form reduplicates.

14a. tət put it near 14b. təʔət putting it near
15a. ṭəs get near 15b. ṭəʔəs getting near
16a. ṭəq'at break it 16b. ṭəq'at breaking it
17a. ṭəq'at break 17b. ṭəʔəq'at breaking it

Conversely, the lexical suffix [-ətas] 'stitch, eye(let)' may trigger root vowel reduction, so a CVC root such as [əti] 'get sliced' will then pattern as a CCVX stem.
18a. š́čot sliced it 18b. š́čotːćot slicing it
19a. š́čáloːst slice out a 19b. š́čáloːst slicing...

piece of weaving

On the other hand, the activity suffix [-els] triggers vowel reduction only in the aspectually unmarked form, indicating that imperfective formation precedes vowel reduction in this case:

20a. yóq fall 20b. yóqːyóq falling
21a. yóqːols fell (trees) 21b. yóqːols falling
22a. pepːat sew it 22b. pepːatːst sewing it
23a. pepːoːls sew 22b. pepːoːls sewing

While the corpus in this area is rather limited, it suggests that some rules precede those which form imperfectives. I suspect, however, that the vowel reduction rule triggered by the lexical suffix [-alas] falls into the class of morphologically governed rules Aronoff calls allomorphic rules, which precede the phonological derivation, and hence it is not clear that the imperfective formation rules must be ordered within the phonology proper. Similarly, the rules accounting for the CcC root shape of CCV stems probably precede the phonological derivation and therefore do not require us to order imperfective formation rules within the phonology.

While the shape of the stem determines the imperfective allomorph, it is not the whole stem that is relevant, since prefixes are ignored. For example, the [xː\-] prefix is ignored in (24). If it were not, the imperfective would show resyllabification rather than reduplication, as in (25), where the initial consonant is not a prefix:

24a. xʰ\-čqʰːst slap in the face 24b. xʰ\-čqʰːst slapping in the face
25a. xʰ\-kʰːt pull it 25b. xʰkʰːt pulling it

Similarly, the [col 'have/make' prefix is ignored in (26), unlike (27) where the initial consonant is part of the root and triggers resyllabification:

26a. cslːtən have/make a basket 26b. csːlːtən making a basket
27a. csːt tel him/her 27b. csːt telling him/her

Assuming the imperfective is an inflectional category (which seems plausible), the order of elements in (24) and (26) runs counter to normal expectations. That is, inflectional morphemes are generally external to deri-
vational morphemes, so we would expect an inflectional prefix to precede a derivational prefix such as [c-] or [x'-]. This suggests that reduplicative elements are not actually affixes in Halkomelem.

1.1. Reduplicating Imperfectives. As noted above, stems of the shape CV, CVC or CVCVX show CV- reduplication in the imperfective. In most cases, the reduplicative element is stressed and the stem vowel is reduced:

29a. čowat help him/her 29b. ččowat helping him/her
29a. síx'om wade out 29b. sísox'om wading out

However, if the stem vowel is shwa, stress tends to fall on the penultimate syllable:

30a. 4onom weave 30b. 44onom weaving

Stems with a strong initial syllable (containing a long vowel, V?, Vh or root-final V) maintain stress on the stem and the reduplicative element has unstrssed shwa:5

31a. čo'at try it 31b. ččo'at trying it
32a. tēu'ma pick berries 32b. tētēu'ma picking berries

I will assume here that the reduplicative syllable is assigned stress if the vowel is tense (not shwa)—possibly by the reduplication rule—but that a special stress rule reassigned stress to strong syllable stems (with subsequent reduction of unstressed vowels):6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reduplication</th>
<th>čcowat</th>
<th>ččowat</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Restressing</td>
<td>ččowat</td>
<td>ččo'at</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduction</td>
<td>ččowat</td>
<td>ččo'at</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This solution is not altogether satisfactory, since the restressing rule undoes the previous stress assignment, rather than reducing it to, say, secondary stress.

A further complexity is found in the following examples:

33a. yaqʷ burn 33b. həyqʷ burning
34a. ĺekʷat break it 34b. hōlkʷat breaking it
35a. leʔat put it away 35b. hōloʔ putting it away

A reduplicated voiced sonorant followed by shwa becomes [h], including Co forms which arise through reduplicating strong syllable stems as in (35). However the reduplicative element bears stress, unlike other Co redupli-
lications. I assume here that a second restressing rule applies after the rules mentioned above, shifting stress to the first syllable:

leʔə
reduplication 1eʔə?
restress 1eʔə?
reduction 1aʔə?
restress 2 1eʔə?
sonorant tu h ʔəʔə?
reduction ʔəʔə?

Again, previous stress placement rules are undone in the derivation. Further, vowel reduction must apply twice, the final instance reducing the strong syllable maintained in imperfectives such as (31), where the second restressing rule does not apply.

1.2. Resyllabification. Stems beginning in a consonant cluster (ignoring prefixes) show a stressed vowel between these consonants in the imperfective. The quality of the vowel is predictable (cf. Jones, 1976); if the vowel is followed by a consonant cluster it is tense ([a] or [e]), and otherwise it is shwa:

30a. təʔə? stand 30b. ʔəʔə? (be in the process of) standing
37a. paʔə? break it 37b. paʔə? breaking it
38a. ʔəʔə? count it 38b. ʔəʔə? counting it
39a. ʔəʔə? count 39b. ʔəʔə? counting stitches

Note that (38) and (39) are based on the same root [ʔəʔə?] and that the vowel of the lexical suffix [-əʔə?] in the latter blocks vowel tensing.

Further, the distinction between [a] and [e] is predictable; [a] occurs if the following consonant is rounded and [e] occurs elsewhere. While this may at first seem to be a case of metathesis (cf. 37 and 38), the vowel of the perfect stem may be shwa and in such cases the imperfective vowel still follows the distribution noted above:

40a. ʔəʔə? push it 40b. ʔəʔə? pushing it
41a. ʔəʔə? wet it 41b. ʔəʔə? wetting it

I assume here that a morphologically triggered rule inserts a stressed shwa between the initial consonants and that the vowel is subsequently tensed to [a] or [e] in the appropriate phonological contexts as described
above:

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{vowel insertion} & t\xi'\lambda\overline{\alpha} & k\&\lambda t & k\&\lambda \alpha\lambda\overline{\alpha} \\
\text{truncation} & t\xi'\lambda\overline{\alpha} & k\&\lambda t & k\&\lambda \alpha\lambda\overline{\alpha} \\
\text{tensing} & \cdots & k\&\lambda t & \cdots \ \\
\text{reduction} & t\xi'\lambda\overline{\alpha} & \cdots & k\&\lambda \alpha\lambda\overline{\alpha} \\
\end{array}
\]

1.3. CVCC Stems. CVCC stems show an alternation between shwa in the aspectually unmarked form and either [e] or [a] in the imperfective. At an earlier point in the investigation of these forms, Michael Jones and I felt the tense imperfective vowel of these forms was related to the tension rule mentioned above for CCV stems (Jones, 1976); however, additional data has not supported this position. While the tense vowel may have been historically predictable, it does not appear to be so currently. In a number of cases the vowel is [a] when the third consonant is a rounded back velar (as opposed simply a rounded second consonant in section 1.2):

42a. ček\&t fry it 42b. ček\&t frying it
43a. ľe\p\&t sprinkle it 43b. ľe\p\&t sprinkling it

44a. čai\q\''t grind it 44b. čai\q\''t grinding it
45a. č-q\''om\q\'' skinny 45b. y\''o-q\''om\q\''-al getting skinny

However, other forms do not conform to this and some variation has been noted:

46a. x\''-0ay\q\''t dig it 46b. x\''0ay\q\''t  x\''0ay\q\''t digging it
47a. ľep\q\''t suck it into 47b. ľep\q\''t ľep\q\''t sucking the mouth

Some of these stems co-occur with the intransitive [-m] suffix, in which case the tense vowel appears in both the perfect and imperfective forms:

48a. čai\q\''m fall apart 48b. čai\q\''m falling apart
(cf. 44)
49a. ľep\q\''m fall (leaves) 49b. ľep\q\''m falling
(cf. 43)

This pattern also occurs in three stems for which corresponding transitives have not been elicited:

50a. čai\q\''m sneeze 50b. čai\q\''m sneezing
51a. če\p\''m make a ... popping sound
52a. čey\q\''m smoke 52b. čey\q\''m smoking
It is clear that the transitive [-t] suffix is not instrumental in the phonological alternation, since the independent root forms occur in some cases and they follow the same pattern as the transitive stems:

53a. tek'x fry (cf. 42) 55b. tek'x frying
54a. sowq seek 54b. sowq seeking
55a. sowq look for him 55b. sowq looking for him

No attempt will be made to analyze these here, other than to suggest that the tense vowel may have to be taken as underlying and, conceivably, that it is preserved in imperfective forms because of a morphologically triggered stressing/tensing rule. This does not account for the preservation of the tense vowel in the intransitive [-m] perfect forms. In any event, such stems do not reduplicate, although they presumably would meet the structural description for imperfective reduplication, assuming the rule applies to stems beginning in CV.

1.4. Imperfective allomorphs. Phonological criteria seem to determine the formal expression of the Wakhlemim imperfective: stems beginning in a consonant cluster undergo vowel-insertion (resyllabification), triconsonantal stems (e.g., CVVC(-t)) show (possibly preserve) a tense vowel, and other stems undergo CV-reduplication.

Clearly these processes are not purely phonological -- despite the fact the choice of one process or another is based on phonological criteria -- since it is a morphological category, not a phonological context, which triggers the processes in the first place. On the other hand it is at least possible that these processes are formally stated as rules within the phonology. That is, they could interact with phonological rules in such a way that they would necessarily be ordered among them. I simply point out the alternatives here, as I currently have no basis for choosing between them.

We have seen above that some rules must alter the shape of stems before the imperfective rules apply. For example, transitive CVV-t stems undergo resyllabification, but their independent root counterparts evidently have the shape CVC when the imperfective rules apply and therefore undergo reduplication instead. Similarly, the lexical suffix [-ales] triggers reduction of the root vowel in stems such as [li] 'get sliced', meeting the struc-
natural description for resyllabification instead of reduplication. A critical question to which no definitive answer can yet be given is whether such rules known to precede imperfective formation are allomorphic rules (cf. Aronoff, 1974) or part of the phonology.

2. Plurals. Halkomielum plurals are formed by CoC reduplication, CoC reduplication or [-i-] inflexion—the latter being the most productive. I am not aware of phonological criteria distinguishing forms undergoing CoC reduplication from those which take the infix. CoC reduplication is confined to a small class of stems beginning in CoC, and hence the class is partially defined by phonological shape, although the majority of stems meeting this criterion do not show this pattern.

While the selection of plural allomorphs is evidently lexically determined in part, there is some interaction between morphological categories, as almost all diminutives pluralize by inflexion, regardless of what allomorph their non diminutive counterparts take. The interaction of morphological categories will be considered in section 5.

2.1. CoC reduplication. There are no restrictions on the phonological shape of stems which undergo CoC reduplication. Those stems which do preserve stress on the stem vowel do so if the stem has a vowel as its second segment:

56a. sile grandparent 56b. salsile grandparents
57a. jilam sing 57b. jililam they sing

CV stems, however, resyllabify and lose their vowel:

58a. pqat break it 58b. pqapqap(at) break them
59a. qpat gather it 59b. qaqpqap(at) gather them

If this were simply a matter of reduplicating the consonants of CVV stems, one might predict forms such as *[pqapqapat], assuming the reduplicative form takes on an epenthetic vowel somehow. The surface shapes suggest that the input to the rule is not CVC, but CoC(V). If we wish to maintain that the input to the imperfective formation rules is CVV in these cases, it seems necessary to assume some allomorphy rule inserts saswa in these stems before the application of the CoC reduplication rule, call it a syllable readjustment rule:

pqat
syllable
readjustment paq'at
C+C reduplication paq'paq'at
vowel reduction paq'paq'at

I will assume here that stress placement in C+C reduplications is a function of the reduplication rule, stressing the first vowel of the stem. This accounts for the reduction of the root-final vowel in plurals such as (58b), if we assume an unstressed vowel is reduced to shwa. Further, imperfective plurals suggest that the shwa of the reduplicative syllable is generally due to vowel reduction. Although the data are limited, at least some plural stems show a stress difference signalling the imperfective:

60a. tililam they sing 60b. tililom they are singing
61a. 'kork'intel they fight 61b. 'kink'intel they are fighting
62a. 'kask'ilam they live 62b. 'kisk'ilam they are with inlaws

If both plural forms are the result of one reduplication rule, the imperfective forms can be explained by a stress shift rule morphologically triggered by the imperfective, shifting stress to the reduplicative form. The unstressed vowel in each case is subsequently reduced to shwa:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CVC redup.</th>
<th>imp. pl.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tililom (pl.)</td>
<td>tililom (imp. pl.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The analysis awaits further data, but it seems likely that the reduplication pattern is actually CVC, with stress-conditioned vowel reduction.

2.2. Co Reduplication. A small group of stems appear to undergo either Ci infixal reduplication or Co reduplication with [i] replacing shwa in the second syllable (these being alternative analyses of the same data.) In the majority of cases the stem begins in C+C (although most C+C stems do not follow this pattern), making it difficult to tell which analysis is the better:

63a. k'omlax' root 63b. k'ak'ilomx' roots
64a. šoyax older sibling 64b. šakayx older siblings
65a. x'omax Indian 65b. x'ax'ilomx Indians

These also show the sonorant-to-h alternation (see 1.1
above) if the initial sequence R'R (where R is a voiced sonorant) would otherwise result:

66a. 16'Xtan blanket 66b. 1\text{h}1'Xtan blankets
67a. nōqam dive 67b. \text{h}nīqam they dive

Other forms, if they are to be related, suggest that the pattern is C\text{c} with vowel change in the stem. Two plurals show [e] instead of [i] as the vowel (although these could be transcription errors):

68a. qōle\text{m} eye 68b. qa\text{q}ū\text{l}̣m eyes
69a. s\text{h}êna foot/leg 69b. s\text{h}əx\text{h}na legs

This is strikingly parallel to resultatives discussed in section 4 below, where [i] and occasionally [e] is inserted (the difference being apparently lexically governed). Further, one stem shows C\text{c} reduplication despite the fact that the first syllable of the singular has a tense vowel:

70a. stīw\text{n} niece/nephew 70b. stā\text{t}\text{w}on nieces/nephews

In addition, two long-vowel forms have been observed to have C\text{c} plurals:

71a. stū\text{p} stove 71b. stā\text{t}\text{u}p stoves
72a. spā\text{a}l raven 72b. spē\text{p}āl ravens

While C\text{c} reduplication with [i-e] insertion seems to me to be the more obvious solution, the facts do not preclude infixal CV reduplication. However, a similar problem arises in resultatives below, where additional data tend to suggest that [i-e] insertion is more promising.

2.3. Infixation. The infix [-1-] seems to be productive outside the domain of actions and processes, where C\text{c} reduplication predominates. For example, the following loan words show infixed plurals:

73a. čīf chief 73b. čē\text{f}\text{a}f chiefs
74a. mēčs match 74b. mé\text{c}s\text{a} doses matches

The infix occurs in most cases after the first consonant and vowel of the stem, taking an epenthetic shwa after it unless followed by a lateral:

75a. x\text{m}-tāq\text{a}st slap in face 75b. x\text{m}-tālōq\text{a}st slap them in the face
76a. tē\text{c}ol arrive 76b. tē\text{loc}ol they arrive
77a. mīt\text{q}at mash it 77b. mē\text{lo}t\text{q}at mash them
Note in (75) that an initial prefix is ignored, although a root consonant cluster is interrupted in (79), illustrating that the infix occurs after the first consonant of stems which begin in a consonant cluster. The lowering of \([i]\) to \([\epsilon]\) shown in (73) and (77) is regular, although it is confined to the environment of the plural infix and may therefore be morphologically governed.

A putative exception to the placement of the infix is diminutive stems, as the infix occurs in the reduplicative prefix (see section 3 below for diminutive reduplication):

82a. sqe'eq younger sibling 82b. sqale'eq younger siblings

Further, the infix preceding a long vowel is at least a marginally acceptable alternate to Ca reduplication in (83):

83a. stuup stove 83b. stelúup - stůup stoves

Why strong syllables should be ignored remains a mystery at present.

3. Diminutives. Diminutives are signalled solely by reduplication. The two basic diminutive reduplicative pat-
terns are CV? and Ci?, the distribution of the two being phonologically predictable. Ci? occurs wherever one would expect Ca?, given the distribution of Ca reduplication in imperfectives (but also including CCV stems, unlike imperfectives), and CV? occurs elsewhere:

84a. ē-cep? uncle/aunt
85a. s-ka?ti crazy
86a. s-k?i?am basket
87a. s-k?is island
88a. laplit priest
89a. s-?e?uum berry

84b. ē-cep? uncle/aunt (dim.)
85b. s-ka?ti crazy (dim.)
86b. s-k?i?am little basket (dim.)
87b. s-k?i?am little island (dim.)
88b. laplit priest (dim.)
89b. s-?e?uum little berry (dim.)

The distribution of CV? and Ci? can be accounted for by stress conditioning, with Ci? occurring whenever the reduplicative form does not take (primary) stress, paralleling the analysis of imperfective reduplication. At least two analyses are possible: either [i] is inserted whenever Ca? would arise or the basic pattern is Ci? reduplication with subsequent vowel assimilation just in case the reduplicative form maintains (primary) stress. While I have no reason to prefer one analysis over the other at present, I give sample derivations for the latter analysis, leaving the alternative to the reader:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{st?uum} & \quad \text{pus} \\
\text{Ci? reduplication} & \quad \text{st?i?st?uum} \quad \text{p?pus} \\
\text{stress shift} & \quad \text{st?qi?q?uum} \\
\text{vowel assimilation} & \quad \text{p?pus} \\
\text{vowel truncation} & \quad \text{p?ps}
\end{align*}
\]

4. Resultatives. The resultative construction is doubly marked by a stative prefix [s-] and nonsegmental morphology. The latter is indistinguishable from the imperfective except that a tense vowel--[i] or [e]--occurs whenever the form would otherwise not have a tense vowel. The discussion below is confined to such cases.

Resultatives are most frequently based on monomorphic stems and, as noted above, do not co-occur with transitive (noncausal) suffixes. The following forms can be analyzed either as Ca reduplications accompanied by the replacement of the stem vowel by [i-e] or as Ci- e reduplicative infixes (the distinction between [i] and [e] being lexically governed in either case):
30a. pok' to surface  30b. s'popok' afloat (result.)
31a. tS get near  31b. states' be near
32a. s'ët straighten it  32b. soëök' be straight
33a. k'ët spill  33b. s'ëk'mi' poured, spilled
34a. k'ët count it  34b. s'ëk'mi' be counted
35a. gëx' vanish  35b. s'ëaëx' gone

Other forms suggest the pattern is C3 (i.e. CV) replication plus the insertion of [i] or [e] within the stem. The following forms (incidentally showing the sonorant to [h] shift and loss of [h] after a fricative) exemplify cases where the tense vowel cannot be part of a reduplicative infix:

36a. nöno offspring  36b. s(h)öwö Already have had a child
37a. nöqom dive  37b. s(h)öqom dived and still under
38a. sëx'ët canoe  38b. s(h)sëx'ët arrived by canoe

It seems likely that the second syllable receives a tense stressed vowel in these forms. The imperfective of 'canoe' for example, could serve as a basis for deriving (38b):

Forms with lexical suffixes do not necessarily reduplicate, although they may have a tense vowel in the resultative. The lexical suffix [-ën] 'foot/leg' shows a resultative (non-underlying) [i] vowel in (100b):

100a. čësän-om get up on 100b. sësën be standing on

While this lexical suffix occurs most frequently with a reduced vowel (shwa), it shows its full grade [e] with some stems:

101. nöqên-om take shoes off (root: me? 'come off').
102. lëkësën get a broken foot (root: lëk'(a) 'break')

This suggests that the [-ën] form arises through tenses or replacing the shwa of the weak form as in (100a) rather than through preserving an underlying [i]. Again, the vowel cannot be derived by reduplicative inflexion suggesting that this is not the source for the tense vowels of (30) through (35) either.

5. Syntagmatic relationships. Several factors are of interest in considering how nonsegmental constructions combine, including which categories co-occur, their derivational order and the formal relationships between them.
5.1. Plural combinations. The plural combines with the other three categories. As resultative and imperfective plurals are formally parallel, they will be discussed together.

5.1.1. Imperfective and resultative plurals. The imperfective or resultative functions as the base for plural formation in the cases where the combined categories are signalled by devices which normally signal them individually. In one case, the plural seems to function as the base, however the regular imperfective and resultative formation rules are not part of the derivation.

Multiple reduplication occurs in only one class, where imperfective reduplication is not transparent:

| h-reduplicating imperfectives, where an initial son- |  
| orant becomes [h]: |  
| 103a. ṉoqat swallow | 103b. ṡoqat swallowing  
| 103c. ṃoqatqat swallow (pl.) | 103d. ṡoqatqat swallowing (pl.)  
| 103e. s-(h)əôiq full | 103f. s-(h)əôiq full, pl.  
| 104a. lôk'at break it | 104b. hôk'at breaking it  
| 104c. lôk'ëôk'at break | 104d. hôlôk'at breaking them  

104e. s-(u)əôlîk' broken 104f. s-(u)əôlîk' broken (pl.)

I assume that the imperfective or resultative is the base for CVC plural formation in these examples, and that internal [h] elides as does the second syllable shwa of the resultative plural (probably conditioned by the following stressed syllable):

| CVC reduplication |  
| h elision |  
| shwa elision |  

Plural infixation occurs in resultative constructions based on CVC roots:

| 105a. pq'at break it | 105b. spôpîq' broken  
| 105c. spôpîq' broken (pl.) |  
| 106a. s'eqet tear/split it | 106b. (s)səsîq torn  
| 106c. (s)səsîq torn (pl.) |  

This clearly illustrates the relevance of phonological criteria. In other contexts (such as transitives, discussed below) CVC roots undergo plural reduplication.
rather than infixation. Note too that h-reduplicating resultatives undergo very similar derivations, yet they reduplicate in the plural.

CVV stems apparently form their imperfective plurals on imperfective bases:

107a. $q^\ddot{a}$t push it
107c. $q^\ddot{a}\ddot{a}q^\ddot{a}$t push (pl.)
108a. $pq^\ddot{a}$t break it
108c. $pq^\ddot{a}pq^\ddot{a}$t break them

While it is conceivable that the plurals could serve as the stems here, with imperfective vowel tensing occurring after CVV reduplication, the reverse order is quite plausible and it accords with the derivation of h-reduplicating forms:

$s^\ddot{a}$t

imp. rules $s^\ddot{a}$t
CVV reduplication, etc. $s^\ddot{a}s^\ddot{a}$t

CVCC stems may form plurals on imperfective or resultative stems, although the reverse analysis is not out of the question:

109a. $\ddot{t}o\ddot{a}xt$ eat it
109b. $\ddot{t}o\ddot{a}xt$ eating it
109c. $\ddot{t}o\ddot{a}\ddot{a}\ddot{a}xt$ eat (pl.)
109d. $\ddot{t}o\ddot{a}\ddot{a}\ddot{a}xt$ eating (pl.)
110a. $\ddot{t}e\ddot{p}t\ddot{t}$ suck it into the mouth
110b. $\ddot{t}e\ddot{p}t\ddot{t}$ sucking it into the mouth
110c. $\ddot{t}e\ddot{p}\ddot{a}\ddot{a}\ddot{a}t\ddot{t}$ suck them into the mouth
110d. $\ddot{t}e\ddot{p}\ddot{a}\ddot{a}\ddot{a}t\ddot{t}$ sucking them into the mouth

Thus:

$\ddot{t}e\ddot{p}t\ddot{t}$
$\ddot{t}e\ddot{p}\ddot{a}\ddot{a}\ddot{a}t\ddot{t}$

CVC reduplication, etc. $\ddot{t}e\ddot{p}\ddot{a}\ddot{a}\ddot{a}t\ddot{t}$

imperfective form.

Again, it seems preferable to assume imperfective formation precedes plural formation, falling in line with the derivational order of the forms above.

One irregular root lends support to the derivation of complex plurals from imperfective or resultative bases in the case of stems which undergo internal change. Consider the following:

111a. $\ddot{x}\ddot{e}n\ddot{e}n$ run
111b. $\ddot{x}\ddot{e}n\ddot{e}n\ddot{e}n$ running
111c. $\ddot{x}\ddot{e}n\ddot{e}n\ddot{e}n$ they run
111d. $\ddot{x}\ddot{e}n\ddot{e}n\ddot{e}n$ they are running

The imperfective plural clearly is not based on the sim-
ple plural, which is formed by infixation. The only apparent choice here is to derive the imperfective plural from the imperfective. The imperfective is, by the way, not altogether irregular if we assume the underlying form to be [ʐ任教enam]; like other stems beginning in a consonant cluster, it undergoes resyllabification with subsequent tensing to [a].

Stems which undergo CV reduplication in the imperfective or resultative do not combine these forms with the plural (other than cases such as 103d and 105c). Instead, the plural form is modified by shifting stress to the reduplicated syllable, exemplified for imperfectives in (60) through (62) and for resultatives in the following:

112a. ʐeqet lay it down 112b. səeqəq laid out
112c. səeqəq laid out (pl.)
113a. yeqet break it 113b. syəeqəq broken
113c. syəeqəq broken (pl.)

Although I have no simple plural forms corresponding to these imperfectives, on the basis of other CVC plurals, where the stem retains the stressed vowel (cf. 57b), this pattern can be accounted for by plural reduplication plus a shifting of the stress to the reduplicated syllable. This is the only instance where stems clearly fail to undergo their regular imperfective or resultative formation rules. Given that other stems undergo the latter rules before plural formation, it is surprising that these forms do not. A possible explanation is that CVC reduplication will not operate on CV reduplications, although opaque h-reduplicating forms undergo CVC reduplication (perhaps because they are opaque). In any event, these forms seem to be exceptions to the regular derivational order.

5.1.2. Diminutive plurals. Most diminutive plurals are formed by plural infixation in the diminutive stem, as noted above. Such forms will not be elaborated on; however, one should note that the selection of the plural allomorph in this case is determined by the morphological context—the fact that the stem is diminutive—not properties of the root. A second diminutive plural construction—Co reduplication—occurs rather infrequently and is optionally replaced by the more productive pattern:
These diminutive plurals may be modifications of diminutive stems with stress either maintained on or shifted to the stem vowel. If so, they show the same derivational order as the productive pattern.

5.2. Diminutive combinations. The diminutive combines with the other three categories, operating on imperfective or resultative bases, but forming the base for plural infixation, as noted above. Since diminutive plurals have already been described, they are discussed here only in the context of a more complex construction, the diminutive imperfective/resultative plural.

5.2.1. Diminutive imperfectives and resultatives. The imperfective or resultative stem functions as the base for diminutives. Predicates denoting actions or processes do not seem to occur as simple diminutives. In elicitation, imperfective diminutives are given instead (although these predicates can also occur as diminutive resultatives or diminutive plurals).

An exhaustive listing of imperfective and resultative diminutives would go beyond reasonable space limits, so a few typical examples will be cited, illustrating that the diminutive is the expected reduplication of the base formed by the other category:

118a. *hol'c t filling it (loc) 118b. *hi'hol'c t filling it (dim.)
118c. *(h)ol'c full 118d. *(h)ol'c full (dim.) *(s-he'hol'c)
119a. c'ac'c' putting it on 119b. c'ac'c' putting it ditto (dim.)
119c. s'ac'c' on 119c. s'ac'c' ditto (dim.)
121a. *ke'tt pouring it (k'ce') 121b. *ke'tt ditto (dim.)
121c. *ke'tt spilled 121d. *ke'tt ditto (dim.)
122a. *c'ep t sprinkle it 122b. *c'ep t ditto (dim.)
122c. *c'ep t sprinkled 122d. *c'ep t ditto (dim.)

While examples (121) through (122) may seem irregular,
since normally the stem vowel is reduplicated, it turns out that the imperfective and resultative stem vowels are never copied in the diminutive (with one exception noted below). I have suggested elsewhere (Hukari, 1977) that the imperfective/resultative stem receives stress in the derivation prior to diminutive formation, blocking the copying of the vowel (or causing the copy vowel to reduce).

Stems which undergo CV reduplication in the imperfective (with a tense vowel) are unusual in showing reduplicative infixation for the diminutive:

123a. into\~ flying 123b. ti\~a\~ ak\~ ditto (dim.)
124a. t\^op\^at feeling it 124b. t\^op\^at ditto (dim.)
125a. t\'^aq\'^aq\'^a\~q\'^a\~ dittoing him on the head 125b. t\'^aq\'^aq\'^a\~q\'^a\~ ditto (dim.)

When the reduplicated vowel is siwa in the imperfective, the diminutive form precedes the imperfective stem:

126a. t\^ia\~on\~ weaving 126b. ti\~\^ia\~on\~ ditto (dim.)

This is the only clear case of reduplicative infixation.

5.2.2. Complex diminutive forms. Three nonsegmental categories can combine in the following derivational order: imperfective or resultative, diminutive and, last, plural. As with simple diminutives, the plural allomorph is the infix:

128a. si\~co\~ on, dim. 128b. si\~\^io\~ on (dim. pl.)
129a. \^i\^a\~ breaking 129b. \^i\^a\~ breaking it (pi\^a\~)
130a. ti\~\^ia\~on\~ weaving 130b. ti\~\^ia\~on\~ weaving (dim. pl.)

The stems which undergo diminutive infixation, however, do not seem to occur in this construction. They can occur simply as diminutive plurals or as double diminutive plurals:

131a. ti\~\^ia\~ol\^am singing 131b. ti\~\^ia\~ol\^am sing (dim. pl.)
132a. ti\~\^ia\~ ak\~ flying 132b. ti\~\^ia\~ ak\~ flying (double dim.)
132c. ti\~\^ia\~ ak\~ flying (double dim. pl.)

Diminutive seems to be the only nonsegmental category which can occur doubly in a construction, probably emphasizing smallness. If the initial syllable of the diminutive bears primary stress, apparently the double
diminutive reduplicative element does not take stress and reduces to shwa (assuming it is the initial element):

133a. א"מ"ן counting 133b. א"מ"ן counting (ק"ש-)
133c. א"מ"ן counting (double dim.)

Elsewhere, the double diminutive element is Ci? and the simple diminutive element reduces (again, assuming the double diminutive reduplicative form is first):

134a. q"אך"א getting thin 134b. q"י"מק"א ditto (q"וחא")
134c. q"י"מק"א getting very thin (double dim.)

6. Observations. While this preliminary study has approached talkornelem nonsegmental morphology in an informal manner, it provides a context for raising a number of questions concerning the nature of nonsegmental morphology and rules of the lexicon.

6.1. Affixal and nonaffixal morphology. The question arises as to whether segmental and nonsegmental morphology are formally distinct and, if so, in what ways. The preceding sections have shown that talkornelem nonsegmental morphemes stand in rather special formal relationships to stems; first, the phonological shape of the stem determines the realization of the morpheme and, second, the stem does not include segmental prefixes. These seem to be areas of potential difference between segmental and nonsegmental morphemes.

While the shape of the stem is critical to the realization of nonsegmental morphemes, it can also play a role in segmental morphology, although I think a distinction can be made. The shape of the stem may determine allomorphic selection and possibly even morphemic selection (in derivational morphology). An example of such selection is given by Aronoff: comparative adjectives are formed with the -er suffix in English if the stem is monosyllabic or disyllabic and ends in -y. I will assume here that it is not material whether we view this as morphemic selection or allomorphic selection (with more as another allomorph in the latter view). Here it is the distribution of a form that is at issue, not its shape. We can speak of a constant allomorphic shape and its distribution with respect to stems. An analog in nonsegmental morphology is the distribution of CV reduplication as opposed to resyllabification
in Halkomelen imperfectives. Phonological criteria determine which process (i.e. general allomorph) is appropriate, but in addition, the realization of the form is a function of some operation on the stem. It is in the latter area that nonsegmental morphology is unique.

The second characteristic of Halkomelen nonsegmental morphology is that it operates on roots, ignoring nonreduplicative prefixes. This raises the question of whether or not morpheme boundaries occur in nonsegmental morphological constructions. Surely morpheme boundaries cannot occur within stem mutations, unless these can be analyzed as infixes and, in turn, we find that infixes are flanked by boundaries. It is not obvious that infixes and reduplicative elements are set off from stems by boundaries in Halkomelen. The fact that reduplicative elements may in turn be reduplicated (e.g. 118b) and infixes go into reduplicative elements (20c) while segmental prefixes are ignored (75b) suggests boundaries may not be present. On the other hand, certain processes are sensitive to reduplicative elements. We noted that CVC plural formation cannot apply on CV reduplicated imperfectives. Yet again, opaque h-reduplications may be reduplicated in turn for the plural (105d), so it is not clear that a boundary per se is relevant.

6.2. Derivational order. As noted above, nonsegmental morphology seems to operate on roots in Halkomelen. Does this reflect derivational order, or is it a characteristic of the processes which spell out the shape of the construction? The answer seems to be the latter. If we assume that the sequential order of morphemes in a construction generally reflects derivational order, then process morphology in Halkomelen is infixal, violating this order. While this may be axiomatic for infixation, it could be less obvious than it is in Halkomelen, as the position of an infix could be determined by the phonological shape of the stem--disregarding all morpheme boundaries--which is not the case in Halkomelen plural infixation, where segmental prefixes are ignored. The contrary argument would be that plural infixation is earlier in the derivation than any segmental prefixation, which strikes me as implausible. This observation carries over to reduplication.
Given that Halkomelem process morphology is infixal—in the sense of operating on the root rather than the full stem—the next question is whether the grammatical and phonological operations which form such constructions are distinct. Horvácsik (1976) claims infixation is a two-stage process, with the infixal element starting out as either a prefix or a suffix which is subsequently moved into the stem. This could be extended to reduplication, if copying and infixation are treated as formally distinct processes. I am not aware of evidence for or against a two-stage analysis of the Halkomelem plural infix, although this seems implausible for reduplication, as I would expect to find cases in Halkomelem or closely related languages where the reduplicative element precedes derivational prefixes or follows derivational suffixes. That is, one would anticipate cases where copying takes place but not infixation and, as far as I know, this situation does not occur in Halkomelem or its neighbors.

I can conceive of at least three analyses of infixation and reduplication:

i. the entire formation process (including placement) is done in the lexicon by word formation rules before the phonological derivation;

ii. formal shapes are concatenated as prefixes or suffixes (including copied elements) in the lexicon by word formation rules and infixed later, possibly by phonological rules;

iii. morphemic features are assigned by word formation rules in the lexicon, triggering processes in the phonology.

While (iii) may turn out to be correct, it makes the weakest claims about the relationship between morphology and phonology. The preferable alternative is (i), in which all morphological processes are in the lexicon.

Evidence from Luisemo suggests that in at least some cases reduplication must precede some phonological rules (the typical case) and follow others. As the Luisemo material has been widely cited in the literature, I will not repeat it here (cf. Munro and Jensen (1973), Wilbur (1973), Anderson (1975), Nyman (1975) and Aronoff (1976)). If it turns out to be the case that reduplication rules are ordered within the phonology (and I suspect this is generally not necessary) then (i) is untenable. I leave this as an open issue.

6.3. Allomorphy. The term allomorph is used here in referring to distinct representations of morphemes (or
classes of representations in case of processes) where the difference is not a product of automatic phonological operations. For example, the distinction between CVC reduplication and resyllabification in Halkomelem imperfectives has not been treated here as a consequence of a phonological rule. While phonological criteria determine which process is appropriate, the processes are triggered by a morphological category, not a phonological context. An alternative analysis is logically possible, where all imperfectives reduplicate but under certain conditions the stem is truncated, making the reduplication opaque:

p'q-w-t break it

Imperfective reduplication p-p'q-w-at
truncation p-''q-w-at
vowel insertion, etc. p'q-w-t

An analogous solution could be posited for CVCC stems which show vowel raising in the (surface) imperfective. Without independent motivation, such solutions seem implausible, adding a level to the derivation that contributes nothing beyond reducing allomorphy to phonological operations. The solution becomes more interesting if, as a linguistic universal, all cases of allomorphy where the distribution of allomorphs is phonologically conditioned are reducible to plausible phonological explanations. If this can be maintained, our metatheory would select the seemingly more abstract analysis involving opaque reduplication over positing a number of separate allomorphs.

At least some cases of allomorphy are not phonologically predictable in Halkomelem. Leaving aside the distinction between CVC reduplication and infixation for the moment, we have seen that C- reduplication in the plural has no apparent phonological conditioning. If this is accepted as a genuine case of allomorphy (as opposed to a phonologically reduced version of CVC reduplication) then rules spelling out morphological processes may operate at an allomorphic as opposed to morphemic level. I point this out since, if reduplication is done by word formation rules, then apparently such rules may spell out allomorphs. If so, some formal device other than a word formation rule must relate morphologically parallel but formally distinct construc-
tions such as CVC and C repeated plurals.

Similarly, if CVC reduplication and [-i-] infixation are allomorphs of one morpheme, then very different rules spell out the same morpheme in different contexts. Again, a phonological explanation seems unlikely since the distribution of the two types is not phonologically predictable. Further, the forms are not even remotely phonologically similar, making a phonological derivation of one from the other highly implausible.

Our findings seem to be at variance with Aronoff (1976), where word formation rules operate at the morphemic level and allomorphic differences are derived through allomorphy rules which resemble phonological rules but are morphologically governed. A possible revision would be to assign a morphological feature by means of a word formation rule and to allow allomorphy rules to spell out the form of the construction rather than simply to readjust a form derived through a word formation rule. This seems, however, to make the notion of a word formation rule seem trivial.

Footnotes
1 This work is confined to Vancouver Island Halkomelem (Halq'emeym). I wish to thank Ruby Peter of Duncan and Ellen White of Nanaimo (originally of the Kuper Island area), who were my primary consultants.

2 This probably does not exhaust the categories expressed by non-segmental morphology. For example, I ran across a durative form (c) in a text. While I was able to elicit similar forms for stems of the CCV shape, I still do not know if this construction is confined to such stems, as I have not been successful in extending the category to all predicates.

a. xe?xat figure it out
b. xe?xat figuring it out (imp.)
   c. xe?xat pondering on it (durative?)

3 My thanks go to Michael Jones, whose M.A. thesis provides a substantial contribution to the following discussion of imperfectives. Jones follows Thompson and Thompson (1971) in calling this category the "actual."

4 Voiced sonorants are glottalized in the imperfective excepting prefixes, stem-initial position, before a stressed vowel and certain other positions beyond the scope of this study. While glottalization is morphologically triggered, it does not seem to interact critically with the basic formation processes and so it is omitted from the discussion.

5 Simple CV roots are rare and the only appropriate example collected to date is a resultative, which should illustrate the same reduplication pattern.

a. x"et bring it down
b. s-x"at-e be already down

Root-final [h] is my analysis of roots with the shape CV in isolation but CVV when followed by transitive [-t]. See also Kuipers (1967) for an analysis of [Vh]
6 Rules will not be formally stated here, since their status is in question and any formalizations would contribute little to the discussion.

7 The root final vowel, if it is tense, is predictable: [a] if preceded by a round consonant and [e] elsewhere. The distinction between [a] and a tense vowel in this position is not predictable. I assume the distribution of [a] and [e] in this position is described by a redundancy rule.

8 Pluralization of predicates may apparently focus on the event (happening repeatedly) or a participant (i.e., several subjects or objects). I give stylized translations here, using a plural subject for intransitive predicates and a plural object for transitives, as these seem to me to be the preferred translations.

9 I have also recorded [sékxina].

10 Examples (70) through (72) show that the stem shape [a] is not an essential criterion for this plural allomorph.

11 In addition, [?] elides if followed by the sequence /s-neh/. The vowel [a], as opposed to [e], seems irregular here, however. The distribution of [a] in imperfectives may be more complex than noted in section 1.2. A preceding round back-velar consonant may be the triggering factor in the presence of [a] in the following.

a. q'as'et putting it in the water
b. q'as'et putting it in the water

13 Note that the sonorant-to-h rule does not affect this form. A possible explanation is that these diminutive plurals are modifications of the diminutive singular and that the vowel of the diminutive element is lost after the sonorant-to-h rule (i.e., a counter-feeding order).

14 The [e] vowel in the diminutive element results from a dissimilation rule which operates form some speakers: diminutive [i] lowers to [e] when followed by a high vowel in a subsequent syllable.

15 I assume here that lexical rules are formation rules along the lines of Aronoff (1976) rather than redundancy rules as proposed by Jackendoff (1975).
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